Universal interrelation between measures of particle and polymer size.
The characterization of many objects involves the determination of a basic set of particle size measures derived mainly from scattering and transport property measurements. For polymers, these basic properties include the radius of gyration Rg, hydrodynamic radius Rh, intrinsic viscosity [η], and sedimentation coefficient S, and for conductive particles, the electric polarizability tensor αE and self-capacity C. It is often found that hydrodynamic measurements of size deviate from each other and from geometric estimates of particle size when the particle or polymer shape is complex, a phenomenon that greatly complicates both nanoparticle and polymer characterizations. The present work explores a general quantitative relation between αE, C, and Rg for nanoparticles and polymers of general shape and the corresponding properties η, Rh, and Rg using a hydrodynamic-electrostatic property interrelation.